
More about functions and advantages

Have scanned contracts or invoices been stored in the wrong place and you can no longer find them? 
Scanning and processing important documents continues to be a time-consuming and error-prone, 
manual process in everyday office work.   

ScannerVision is an intelligent capture solution that reduces the number of errors while increasing the 
efficiency of your operation at the same time. It transforms document scans into completely new, editable 
and searchable files. You can automatically convert documents into the format you need and save them  
in a pre-defined target folder, all with just one touch on the control panel of your multifunctional system.  
This means you can professionally optimise your capture, edit and distribution processes! 

Simplify your scanning 
and processing with 
just one touch!

ScannerVision

YOUR POSSIBILITIES WITH UTAX SCANNERVISION:
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Can scan processes  
be improved?
▶	 You’ve scanned several hundred pages;  

among them: blank and upside-down pages. 
Now you have to check each document in a 
time-consuming follow-up process! 

▶	 Which folder was the scan of the contract  
for the licensing rights in again? Now you  
have to search through countless folders!

It´s easy 
with ScannerVision! 
▶	 Less work: ScannerVision automatically removes 

blank pages when duplex scanning, rotates pages 
to the correct orientation and helps to search for 
and select the scan directory on the multifunctional 
system. 

▶	 Faster search: Automatic OCR text recognition 
makes every scanned document also searchable 
in full text, saving time and money 
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Are you interested in the utmost data security for your scanning and processing?   
If so, please feel free to make a one-to-one appointment with your digital experts - simply send an 
email to beratung@utax.de. 

Scan everything faster, easier, and with fewer errors!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
▶	 HyPASTM-enabled multifunctional system 
▶	 Operating system: Microsoft Windows 10 / 11 Pro,  
 Microsoft Server 2016 / 2019 /2022,
▶	 Processor: Quad Core 2 GHz (recommended),  
 Dual Core (minimum)

▶	 Memory: 8 GB RAM (recommended), 4 GB (minimum)  
 (For optimal performance, memory for each document   
 processor needs to be increased by 2 GB)
▶	 Storage space: 160 GB (recommended), 40 GB (minimum)
▶	 Network: 1 GB (recommended), 100 MB (minimum)

Diese Funktionen bietet Ihnen ScannerVision: 
▶	 Modern scan management that can be flexibly adapted using custom-defined scan processes
▶	 OCR text recognition with full-text search so you can find documents again quickly
▶	 Scan conversion into common Microsoft Office formats such as Word or Excel so you can edit  

them directly
▶	 Automatic optimisation of scanned documents
▶	 Can be easily and conveniently integrated into the ‘aQrate’ Follow2Print solution
▶	 Automatic, convenient functions such as removing blank pages and rotating documents into  

reading position 
▶	 Compression and clean-up of generated scan files 
▶	 Recognition and processing of barcode contents 

Advantages for users: 
▶	 Very simple, intuitive operation
▶	 The same scanning menu to all multifunctional systems
▶	 Easy menu navigation, even with complicated functions such as metadata
▶	 Sort and store documents in target folders – such as in customer, client or supplier folders –  

directly on the multifunctional system 

Advantages for users:  
▶	 Greater efficiency, less time and lower costs thanks to numerous intelligent solutions
▶	 Secure data transfer thanks to SSL encryption throughout the entire scan process
▶	 Simplified processes and reduced number of errors when scanning, processing and distributing  

on a multifunctional system

Your UTAX dealer

utax.com

About UTAX 
UTAX is a registered trademark of the TA Triumph-Adler GmbH. The Hamburg-
based company specializes in the sale of high-quality printing and copying systems. 
The broad product portfolio includes hardware as well as software applications. 
In addition to copying, printing and multifunctional systems (MFP) for the office 
workplace, UTAX supplies customized IT solutions and services as well as com-
prehensive consulting for efficient document processes in companies. In Germany, 
the UTAX brand is distributed through a network of over 200 authorized dealers. 
Internationally, the company operates in over 40 countries in the EMEA region.
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